
Week 1 – Brain - the Ultimate Superhero

Prefrontal Cortex =

Planning Personality Expression
Organizing Motivation
Regulating Attention Mood
Decision Making
Moderating Behavior

Amygdala =

Processes emotions – Brain’s PANIC BUTTON
FIGHT, FLIGHT, FREEZE

Linking the PFC and the Amygdala – calms the amygdala response

Amygdala PFC

Cognitive Distortions (Negative thought loops/racing thoughts/rumination) keep Amygdala separated from the PFC

Amygdala PFC

FIGHT, FLIGHT, FREEZE

Exercise: Call to mind some of your negative thought loops, racing thoughts, ruminations

Think – Of a Superhero power or create your own Superhero power by…...

Change to a cartoon voice

Shrink them to the size of your phone screen

Water hose or eraser to take away parts or whole image

Establish a Safe, Calm, Place  – serves as a shield between you and the negative thought



Week 2 - Cognitive Distortions





Having anxiety and/or depression is often like having someone put gray paint over your glasses. You start to see the world as darker and 

different from how it actually is. A great self-care strategy is learning how to identify these negative thoughts and respond to the, in a 

more realistic way. Learning this tool will help you to begin chipping away at the gray paint and seeing the world, including yourself, in a 

more accurate way. 

Effects of a negative thought: 

Situation: Waking up in the morning 

Negative thoughts: I have too much to do today and will never get it all done. 

Feeling: Hopeless, anxious 

Distortion: All or nothing thinking 

Response: Stay in bed and do not go to any classes 

Effects of a rational thought: 

Situation: Waking up in the morning 

Rational thought: Today is going to be very busy, I will do what I can and get the most important tasks done first. The rest can wait until 

tomorrow. 

Feeling: Hopeful and less anxious in the short term, followed later by a sense of accomplishment 

Response: Get out of bed and make a list prioritizing the day's tasks. 

Keeping a thought record is a good way to track and change your distortions. This can be a very helpful tool to use on your own or 

bring to the mental health clinician . 

. If you are having difficulty changing your distorted thoughts, try asking yourself the following questions: 

1. What evidence do I have that this thought is true?

2. What evidence do I have that this thought is not true?

3. What would I tell a friend who had the same thought?

4. If it is true, are the consequences really that bad?
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Thought Record 

Negative Thought Type of Distortion 

 

Rational Response 
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How to use a mandala

There are many uses for a mandala.  The design of the mandala is supposed to be visually
appealing so as to absorb the mind in such a way that irritating thoughts are replaced by focusing on
the present moment; focusing on the colors and pattern that is before you.  This allows the busy
mind to take a break while the creative mind is allowed to run free.

Select a mandala that appeals to you and let your attention gently rest on the design.  If your mind
starts to think about the usual mundane things, simply bring your focus and attention back to the
mandala.  Relax, breathe.  If you begin to feel uncomfortable or if you start thinking about those
"mundane" things again, just relax and refocus your attention back to the mandala.  

Everyone’s experience is unique.  As best as you can, stay away from negative comparisons and
“shoulds”

Creating a mandala

Choose a mandala pattern.  Try not to over analyze, simply choose the pattern that appeals to you.
The color guide with the symbolic meanings can assist you in making your mandala.

When you are coloring in the design try to USE YOUR NON-DOMINATE HAND (If you are left
handed, use your right.  If you are right handed, use your left).  If this creates more tension, go back
to your dominate hand.

RED for strength, high energy and passion
PINK for love, intuition and the feminine
ORANGE for creativity, transformation, self-awareness and intuition
YELLOW for learning, wisdom, laughter and happiness
GREEN for physical healing, psychic ability, love of nature and caring
BLUE for emotional healing, inner peace and meditation
PURPLE for all things spiritual
WHITE for spiritual focus
BLACK for mystery, deep thinking and individuality

Week 3 - Mandala Exercise
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